
A COCKROACH
Watch out for the cockroaches on the 
order cards. If you spot a cockroach, 
immediately slap your hand on that 
order card instead of flipping over 
your plates. The first Chef to slap the 
cockroach wins the order card!

WINNING THE GAME
Once all the order cards have been played, Chefs count up the 
order cards in front of them. The Chef with the most order cards 
wins the game!

IN THE CASE OF A TIE
It is now time for a Chef-Off! Shuffle the order cards and place 
them in the middle as a new draw pile. Nominate a tied Chef to 
turn over the first order card and place it on the table. The 
first tied Chef to correctly match the order card and ring the 
bell is the overall winner!

WINNING AN ORDER CARD
As soon as your plates correctly match the dishes shown on the order card, 
you can ring the bell. The fastest Chef to ring the bell wins the order card. 
However, if you ring the bell first and your plates do NOT correctly match 
the order card, the fastest Chef to ring the bell with the correct match will 
win the order card.

You can ONLY use your SPATULA to flip over and/or stack your 
plates—hands are not allowed. You will forfeit one of your collected order 
cards to the bottom of the draw pile if you get caught! 

And you can ONLY use your HAND to ring the bell—spatulas don’t count! 

Once you have correctly won an order card, place it in front of you, to the 
side of your Chef station. Then you start the next round by turning over the 
top card from the draw pile.
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ONE OR TWO DISHES
Use your spatula to immediately flip over your plates until the upward-facing 
dish or dishes on your plates match the dish or dishes shown on the order 
card. THEN quickly stack your plates to hide the one or two plates that aren’t 
needed for this order card, as shown below.

 

Be careful not to let the stacked plates fall or touch the 
table because they ONLY count if they are properly stacked!

HOW TO PLAY
Nominate a Chef to turn over the first order card and place 
it face up on the table next to the draw pile.

This game is super-fast-paced, so you will need to react 
very quickly once an order card has been turned over. If 
the order card shows…

THREE DISHES
Use your spatula to immediately flip over your plates until the three, upward- 
facing dishes on your plates match all three of the dishes shown on the order card.

SET UP
Before any flipping can begin, choose a color/colour and then place the 
three corresponding plates in a horizontal line in front of you. This is your
Chef station!

Place the bell in the middle of the table, so that everyone can reach it 
easily. Shuffle the order cards and place them face down in a draw pile 
next to the bell. Lastly, grab a spatula and get ready to flip!

CONTENTS
º 4 Spatulas
º 26 Order Cards
º 1 Service Bell

OBJECT OF THE GAME
Collect order cards by being the fastest Chef to flip your plates until they
match the dishes shown on the order card AND ring the bell first! The Chef
with the most order cards wins!

ASSEMBLY
Take two identical white plastic disks and push them together through the holes 
on a card plate, as shown below. Repeat this until all the card plates have been 
assembled and then separate them into sets of the same color/colour.

Take one set of the plates and apply the six stickers from one sticker sheet
onto both sides of the white plastic disks, taking extra care to stick
the stickers in the exact pair combinations shown below. Then repeat for
the other color/colour plate sets. 

º 12 Two-Sided Plates
 (12 Card Plates, 24 White   
 Plastic disks, 1 Sticker Sheet)

Plate 1:
Side a - pasta
Side b - fries

Plate 2:
Side a - burger
Side b - pancake

Plate 3:
Side a - pizza
Side b – waffle
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